
Calculus Field Day Practice Pre-Calculus Session 1 (No Graphing Calculator) 

School: __________________________________________  

Team Members: ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

Part I. (30 minutes; No graphing calculator is permitted.) 

Each team has 30 minutes to answer three questions. 

Each team submits one set of answers at the end of the thirty  
minutes. You must cross out (without penalty) whatever you do not 
wish to be considered.  

You must show steps and Reasoning. Partial credit will be given. Answers should be kept in 
exact form, e.g., 2e or ln(3). Remember to include units: feet/second, meters, etc. You do 
not have to simplify final numerical answers. 



Calculus Field Day, Practice Precalculus – Session 1, NGC Problem 1

1.) Given the two functions f(x) =
5 − x

x+ 5
and g(x) =

5

3 + 5x
.

a.) Write the function represented by the composite function f ◦ g(x).

b.) Write the function represented by the composite function g(f(x)).

c.) Reduce f ◦ g(x) to a single rational expression and simplify completely.

d.) Convert the “improper” rational expression in part c.) into a “mixed” rational ex-
pression (e.g. x−1

x
= 1 − 1

x
).
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Calculus Field Day, Practice Precalculus – Session 1, NGC Problem 2

2.) According to an article by the Mayo Clinic, newborn babies often triple
their weight in their first year.

a.) If this trend should continue, give a formula for w(t) the weight in pounds of a 10
pound newborn baby t years after it is born (give units).

b.) If this trend should continue, how many years would it take for that 10 pound newborn
to reach one ton? (1 ton = 2000 pounds). Give an exact answer (your answer should
contain logs).

c.) Another (unusual) newborn baby starts at 100 pounds, but doubles its weight every
year. After how many years would the 10 pound newborn in part a) first surpass the
weight of the 100 pound newborn assuming they were born on the same day? Give
an exact answer (your answer should contain logs).
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Calculus Field Day, Practice Precalculus – Session 1, NGC Problem 3

3.) Luke is watching a “lightening ferris wheel” rotate at a constant speed.
There are many lights around the Ferris wheel and Luke watches a partic-
ular blue light closely. The height of the blue light after t seconds is given
by

H(t) = 10 sin
( π

50
(t− 25)

)
+ 12 meters.

a.) At what height will the blue light be after 50 seconds?

b.) How long does it take for the wheel to complete a full circle?

c.) At 2 minutes, is the blue light rising or descending? Explain your reasoning.

d.) At what times in the first three minutes will the blue light be 17 meters above the
ground? Explain your reasoning.
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